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A Desert Diet Demonstration in Utah 

By Gary Nabhan, Maynard Nutumya, 

and Mary Hoskin 

On January 4, Native Seeds/SEARCH staff 

accompanied Tohono O'odham health workers 

and cultural educators to the National Institute 

, for Fitness (NIP) in Utah to begin a unique 

program of diet and exercise. For the following 

two weeks, the 10 participants ate a diet largely 

consisting of "slow-release" desert foods and 

their modern analogs, all of which can signifi

cantly lower the blood sugar levels of diabetics. 

They also exercised aerobically for 3-5 

hours a day-roughly equivalent to the activity 

levels atwhich their ancestors worked histori

cally before diabetes and obesity had yet come 

to the Desert People. The improvements in 

blood sugar, body fat composition, and other 

physical measurements taken before and after 

the stay in Ivins, Utah, will help to document 

Tohono O'odham health workers and educators, along with NS/S staff, are 

off to Utah for two weeks of desert foods and aerobic workouts. Front row 

(L-R): Joanne Anita, Juanita Pablo, Harrieta Cruz, Laura Pablo, Darlene 

Saraficio, and Maynard Nutumya. Back Row (L-R): Mary Hoskin, William 

Chico, Cindy Chico, and Gary Nabhan. Photo ©1993 Ed McCain 

the value of native foods when integrated into a comprehen

sive wellness strategy. 

The two-week workshop also gave us an indication 

of how socially acceptable and practical such a strategy 

might be for contemporary reservation dwellers. While in 

Utah, participants tested modern recipes using traditional 

foodstuffs, tried out various forms of aerobic exercise, took 

low-fat cooking classes, and sat in on discussions of 

Native Seeds/SEARCH is now open on a 
trial basis each Saturday from 10 am-noon. 
Stop by to visit the museum or purchase 
catalog items. 

diabetes prevention and weight reduction. 

We hope to do follow-up evaluations with partici

pants one month, three months, and six months after the 

workshop to see what foods and practices people have been 

able to incorporate into their family life at home. 

This experiment in wellness could not have 

occurred without the generous assistance of Marc Sorenson 

and his staff at NIF, an anonymous donor, and Tim Lohman 

of the University of Arizona. 

After returning from Utah, Gary Nabhan presented 

preliminary responses to the diet and exercise workshop at a 

keynote speech to all Indian Health Service clinic directors. 

Their reception was very positive. 

--'" 



The Endangered Peoples and Species of the Sierra Madre 

World Bank Forestry Project Update 
State Department Cable Confirms 

NS/S Fears about Logging Plan 
A U.S. consular official's cable alerting the State Depart
ment to the lack of environmental safeguards and oversight 
in the Mexican govemment/World Bank Sierra Madre 
logging and road "renovation" scheme underscores Native 
Seeds/SEARCH's worst fears about the project. 

Native Seeds/SEARCH has obtained a copy of the 
December 1992 unclassified telegram, which details 
explosively frank conversations with officials of Mexico's 
Secretaria de Agricultura y Recusos Hidraulicos (SARR), 
the agency charged with implementing the plan's environ
mental controls. 

According to a SARH official, all on-site enforcers 
of the plan's environmental safeguards will be eliminated 
due to budgetary cutbacks. Once they are gone, reports the 
State Department official, neither Mexico nor the World 
Bank will have any enforcement agents in the field. {The 
World Bank reports that Mexico's Instituto Nacional de la 
Indigena (INI) is also responsible for enforcement; we do 
not know how budgetary constraints affect this agency--ed.] 

A SARH official also revealed that despite the 
World Bank's public concern about illegal logging, the 
lending agency had released money to reopen old roads, 
thus expanding timber poaching into previously inaccessible 
areas. The SARH official attributed the loan approval to 
pressure from the Mexican logging industry. 

In addition, SARH representatives question 
whether Mexico's INI will protect the interests of the 
Tarahumara and Tepehuan Indians, the traditional inhabi
tants of the region. A SARH official remarked that in his 30 

years of experience he had never seen INI help any Indian. 
The cable also reports a conversation about the 

Mexican timber and wood products industries with an 
unidentified U.S. analyst. According to the source, most 
Sierra Madre timber is too small and low quality to be used 
for much else other than wood pulp. Moreover, the source 
claims that, because of the timber's size and inaccessibility, 
only import duties and trade restrictions keep the Mexican 
wood pulp industry in business. Once the North American 
Free Trade Agreement is ratified, the analyst predicts, the 
Mexican logging industry will not be able to compete with 
cheaper U.S. products. 

Finally, the telegram reports on a U.S. official's 
visit to a high-tech molding factory in Creel, Chihuahua
the kind of industry the World Bank plan hopes to foster. 
Of the factory's 100 employees, only four are Tarahumara 
Indians, who work in the lowest skill and wage positions. 
The local trade union was said to object to hiring more 
native people. A new operation at the plant applies oil-based 
primers, banned in the United States according to the plant 
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The Sierra Madre mountains in Chihuahua and Durango are 
home to the Tarahumara, Tepehuan, Mt. Pima, Guarijio, and 
other Indians who are striving to maintain their cultures in the 

face of growing threats from erosion, land grabbers, illegal 

loggers, and drug cartels. 

Photo from Karl Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico 

manager, to shutters marked for export to the U.S. The 
factory had no plan to deal with the toxic waste it produced. 
U.S. technicians were supposed to supply a plan. 

In sum, the U.S. consular official said, the World 
Bank scheme is more "a well thought-out shell" than a 
workable project. He predicted strong opposition from 
environmental groups if the World Bank allows Mexican 
loggers and timber interests to avoid U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency rules. 

The Latest Developments 
By Barney T. Bums 

Augusta Molnar, World Bank project director for the Sierra 
Madre plan, told us in late January that the Forestry Project 
is still "in limbo." It awaits the completion of two environ
mental baseline studies being conducted by the Autonomous 
Univeristy of Chihuahua and the National Autonomous 
University of Mexico. 

Ms. Molnar reports that the World Bank is eager to 
proceed with the project, as is the Mexican government. 
Should the forestry project get the go-ahead, Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH does not want it to be among the 50% of World 

(Continued on page 4) 



Forester's Critique: Sierra Madre Forestry Project 
Will Not Sustain Biological Diversity 

By Robert Zahner 

In its sponsorship of forest management worldwide, tlle 
World Bank should operate under an etilical mandate to 
enhance resource values, uses, products, and services in ways 
tllat sustain tile diversity and heal til of natural ecosystems. 

However, as tile World Bank admits, tile forestry 
practices proposed in tile Sierra Madre Forestry Development 
Project focus on timber production. In my opinion, tile 
proposed seed-tree forestry system will lead to deteriorated 
forest ecosystems and a serious loss of biological diversity. 

Biological diversity encompasses all tile variety of 
life-including genetic diversity witilin species, diversity of 
species witilin biotic communities, habitat diversity in tile 
landscape, and tile diversity of life processes tilat interact 
among all tilese elements. Biological diversity is not an 
output of ecosystems; it is tile very fabric of tile system. I do 
not believe tile World Bank understands tilis fact. 

To maintain a forest's healtil, managers must take 
into account all tile levels and processes of biological 
diversity. The forestry profession, in its zeal to convert 
forestlands worldwide to high-tech systems tllat simplify 
commercial timber production, has lost sight of tile forest as a 
complex biological system. 

In tile mid-twentietil century, lie foresty profession 
embraced a highly regulated, spoon-fed practice of even-aged 
tree management in order to maximize inventory efficiency 
and timber product output. Logging engineers developed 
harvesting techniques around lie system, and silviculturists 
already had classical regeneration systems tilat, lieoretically, 
would work anywhere in lie world. However, like modern 
agriculture, tile system has little to do witil maintaining 
biological diversity and lie healli of forest ecosystems. 

Threat to World's Richest Diversity of Oaks 
In its responses to questions concerning lie manage

ment practices of tile Sierra Madre Forestry Project, lie 
World Bank proffers politically and economically correct 
responses, to wit: The Project is "designed to improve forest 
management to produce more and better wood in a shorter 
period, while protecting the environment." Moreover, 
" ... preservation of biodiversity can take place concomitantly 
wili sound forest development," and lie Project "will 
improve tile region's natural resource base boli economically 
and environmentally." But in fact, lie most serious environ
mental impact- forest healli- is not addressed. 

The World Bank's pat textbook answers also imply 
liat silvicultural success is certain. We are to believe liat 
"after the final cut, a dense cover of natural seedlings will 
emerge" and tilat "the seed trees should produce a seed crop 
within four years of tile seed tree cut." Nameless experts 
rebuke us: "There is no danger of large-scale erosion during 
tile rainy season .... Specialists consider this question to be a 
non-issue wili no scientific basis." In short, the Project will 
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"maximize the production of quality wood products and 
concentrate on the more valuable species." 

However, based on my 40 years of field experi
ence, lie proposed practices carry more risk of failure tilan 
success. By definition, lie seed tree silvicultural system 
must convert complex natural forest communities of many 
species to simple even-aged stands of commercially 
important timber species-liat is, if the seed tree system 
can be successfully applied to the species in the region. 

The meliod works only witil species that produce 
prolific numbers of wind-disseminated seeds, primarily of 
lie genus Pinus (pines). It does not succeed witil heavy
seeded species, especially of the genus Quercus (oaks). 
Plant geographers recognize lie Sierra Madre of Chmua
hua and Durango as lie paleogeographic center of distribu
tion for oaks. Even today, lie region hosts by far tile 
richest diversity of oaks in lie world, wili more lian 200 
species and subspecies of Quercus. This unique flora must 
be preserved. But if successful at all, lie seed tree method 
will discriminate against tilis great diversity of oak species. 

The seed tree system also sets lie stage for soil 
erosion. The method must include some form of seed bed 
preparation following the removal of all woody vegetation 
except lie designated, commercially important seed trees. 
Newly germinated pine seedlings have little chance of 
survival if competing vegetation is not cleared away. In 
addition, tile litter and soil must be scarified, eilier 
mechanically or by setting fires to bare the soil. 

Moreover, to succeed, tile seed trees must 
produce large seed crops within a few years of the logging 
and seed bed preparation (a big question for pine species 
that produce bumper seed crops only infrequently), and the 
weatiler must favor tile germination and early establish
ment of seedlings in tile years following seed dis semina-

(continued on page 4) 
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Forester's Critique: Sierra Madre 
Biodiversity in Peril (cont'd) 

tion (records show erratic rainfall patterns in the Project 
region). 

Worldwide, the seed tree method has at best a 
mediocre record of success, even where it has been prac
ticed for many decades. Thus, it is not unreasonable to 
expect less than successful regeneration, and many failures, 
in the Sierra Madre forests. 

Erosion Is Unavoidable, So Is Species Loss 

I believe that it is unconscionable for forestry 
specialists to state that erosion is a "non-issue" in mountain 
forestry. There are three certain and unavoidable sources of 
increased rain runoff and soil erosion that can be seriously 
damaging on even moderate mountain slopes: 

1. Construction of access roads for logging 
equipment; 

2. Ground skidding of logs by heavy equipment in 
the harvesting of all trees except the seed trees; and 

3. Exposing soil in the seed bed preparation by 
mechanical scarification or burning. 

In my experience, there is always increased water 
runoff and attendant soil erosion from these sources in 
mountainous terrain. The World Bank's "specialists" must 
at least concede that they do not know how serious such 
erosion will be. 

Considering the uncertainty of silvicultural success 
with the seed tree method, I believe it is fallacious to 
sacrifice the natural diversity of native oak-pine forests to 
the proposed Project. Whether successful in establishing 
young pine stands or not, the region's biological diversity 
will be seriously compromised by the removal of the forest 
cover essential to the health of all forest biota. 

The reduction of canopy-level tree species is only 
the tip of the iceberg. All phyla of both flora and fauna will 
lose species, some in great numbers, with such a shift in the 
forest structure. The stability of food chains in forest 
communities depends on "keeping all the parts;" to quote 
Aldo Leopold. A management policy that forces an artificial 
even-aged structure on a natural ecosystem loses the 
integrity of food chains and thus sacrifices both plant and 
animal species. 

Robert Zahner is Professor Emeritus of Forestry, Clemson 

University. He holds a Ph.D. in forest ecology from Duke 

University; held positions as research scientist for the U.S. 

Forest Service; served as professor of natural resources and 

chairman of the Department of Forestry at the University of 

Michigan; and is a l i fe member of the Society of American 

Foresters, a Fellow in the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, and a registered forester. 

(Suggested reading: Wildlife, Forests, and Forestry: Principles of 
Managing Forests for Biological Diversity, by Malcolm 1. Hunter, Jr. 
Englewood Oiffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1990.) 
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Sightings of the ivory-billed woodpecker (Campephilus 

principalis) in the Sierra Madre were last reported in 
the 1970s. If still surviving, the reclusive woodpecker is 
restricted to patches of still-extant old-growth forest. 

Photo from Karl Lumhollz, Unkn own Mexico 

The Latest Developments (cont'd) 
Bank projects that fail, according to Bank internal docu

ments. We know first hand the environmental and cultural 
devastation that unregulated logging is wreaking in the 

Sierra Madre. We want this project to succeed in its stated 
objectives of regulating logging, preserving biological 
diversity, and protecting the rights and land of the native 
peoples of the Sierra Madre. However, we are very con
cerned about the World Bank's "distant-hands managment" 
philosophy and the apparent gutting of effective enforce
ment. We urge the Bank not to proceed without guarantee

ing that its objectives can be met. 
In October 1992, a World Bank team of scien

tists-including two foresters, two anthropologists, an 
ecologist, and a roads expert-spent almost two weeks in 
the Sierra Madre forests in the Mexican states of Durango 

and Chihuahua, studying forest and road conditions and 
interviewing Southern Tepehuan and Tarahumara Indians. 
The presence of such an expert team in the field is a positive 
sign, hopefully indicating that the World Bank is taking the 
Sierra Madre loan seriously and trying to discover why such 
a broad range of U.S. and Mexican organizations have 

continually taken them to task about this project. 

Social baseline studies were assigned to the Forestry Project 
Team of the National Indigenous Institute (INI). Two 

separate field research teams have been at work on these 
baseline studies for some time. Native Seeds/SEARCH 

understands that both the Durango report on the Tepehuan 
Indians and the Chihuahua study on the Tarahumara Indians 
are still in draft stages. However, in an interview last June, 

(continued on next page) 



The Endangered Peoples and Species of the Sierra Madre 

World Bank Forestry Project Update (cont'd) 

the World Bank's Dr. William Beattie implied that the 
forestry scheme could begin whether or not the social 

baseline studies were complete. This would be a gross error. 

NS/S urges the World Bank to consider the project's 

impacts on the native peoples as well as on the threatened 

plants and animals. 

Protecting Indigenous Peoples 
Recent changes in Article 27 of the Mexican 

constitution have already affected Tarahumara Indian land 
ownership ,  despite the World Bank's claim that these 
changes "should not significantly affect Indian ejidos in the 
project area." For example, the ejido of Monterda west of 
San Raphael appears to be splitting into two sections-one 

retained by Tarahumara Indians who wish to hold it intact; 

the other most likely allocated to Mexicans (or other non
Native Americans). Similar divisions of ejidos may well 
occur elsewhere, especially in the southwestern Sierra 

Tarahumara or in ejidos that contain large numbers of 
mestizos or Mexicans as well as Native Americans. The net 
effect of the Article 27 changes will be a loss of land owned 

by Native Americans and even less land held communally. 

Revisions of Mexico's Forestry Laws 

Mexico's Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos 

Hydraulicos (SARH) has proposed a major revision 

of the Mexican Forestry Law. Its proposal would 

allow long-term leases of forested land to foreign 

companies, eliminate the requirement for environ

mental impact studies, allow transnational corpora

tions to replace native vegetation with commercial 

agroforestry plantations of exotic species, and 

eliminate the requirement for authorizations for 

extraction by the Comisiones Unidas de Bosques y 

Selvas y de Ecologia y Medio Ambiente, the 

governmental groups that monitor forestry projects 

and environmental conditions. 

Six major Mexican environmental groups, 

including EI Grupo de Ie Cien, oppose the pro

posed legislation. These prominent organizations 

maintain that the changes would violate the rights 

of Indian pueblos and diminish the economic 

welfare of indigenous communities, as well as 

small forest proprietors. The groups also argue 

that the revision would permit the wanton destruc

tion of biodiversity in Mexico and violate the 

nation's biological heritage. 

-by Diana Hadley 
� 
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Populations of teosinte-the likely progenitor of corn

growing along streams might well be the first victims of 

silting and flooding caused by runoff from logged and 

denuded slopes. This teosinte was grown from seed NS/S 

collected in the Sierra Madre. 

These changes directly affect the Sierra Madre forest 
resources and this area's natuml and cultural environment, 

although in very complex ways. 
North American Free Trade Agreement 

The North American Free Tmde Agreement 
(NAFT A) was signed in December by Presidents Salinas de 

Gotari and Bush and Canadian Prime Minister Mulroney. 

Legislatures in all three nations must now approve NAFT A. 

The NAFTA legislation is extremely lengthy and has a very 

complex set of impacts on all three nations. 

Mexican farmers are almost sure to be losers if . 

NAFT A takes effect. Mayo Indian farmers in sourthern 
Sonora told us they fear that NAFTA will seriously under
mine prices for corn-the major cash source for their ejido. 
Dr. Robert Schmidt ofEI Paso, Texas, recently confirmed 

this. He reports that a ton of U.S.-grown corn delivered to 
the border at EI Paso is priced at US$ l OO, while Mexican 

corn costs around US$ 2 1O. As Mark Ritchie stated in the 

Sept/Oct. issue of The Ecologist, "the price paid to Mexican 
peasants will fall dramatically, forcing 1 million or more 

families off their land." 

Although cheaper imported corn will be very 

advantageous for the Mexican consumer, the price wars may 

destroy the Mexican family farmer. NS/S is especially 

worried that the countless varieties of adapted corns grown 

by the Tarahumara and their neighbors-the Northern and 

Southern Tepehuan, Mayo, Guarihio, and Mountain Pima-

(Continued on page 6) 



The Endangered Peoples and Species of the Sierra Madre 

World Bank Forestry Project Update (cont'd) 

may become extinct as a result of NAFT A's impact. These 
Native American farmers will be in dire straits if they lose 
the com varieities they have adapted to their specific and 
often extreme environmental conditions. Long after NAFTA 
is forgotten, the value of these traditionals will be treasured 
by the people who actually developed them, but by then the 
corns that sustained their cultures may be extinct. 

Contradictions Pepper World Bank's 
Forestry Project Replies 

By Barney T. Bums 

Native Seeds/SEARCH remains extremely grateful that Drs. 
William Beattie and Augusta Molnar took the time to help 
clarify the Sierra Madre Forestry Project. (See Seedhead 

News No. 38.) 

Their answers to our questions allowed the 
environmental community to better understand the Bank's 
thoughts about many aspects of this project. However, 
almost all the comments NS/S has received have been 
critical of the Bank's responses. Following are several 
World Bank statements that we believe to be, as we stated 
earlier, "contradictory, naive, incorrect, or non-answers
indicating the World Bank needs to improve its understand
ing of issues affecting this large, but fragile, region." 

C ontradictory. In response to our question 1 
inquiring about anthropological field work, the World Bank 
says in Section B: "The Bank has not directly sponsored 
anthropological field work among the indigenous groups in 
the project area .... " In response to question 3, the World 
Bank states: "The World Bank has sent anthropological 
specialists to the project area on numerous occasions since 
1988 .... " These answers certainly appear contradictory. 
Almost all "anthropological specialists" we know would 
have recognized indigenous groups within the project area 
and their importance to a successful forestry project. 

Naive. The World Bank's response to question 6 of 
Section A (about why one ejido cannot buy top-quality 

lwnber from sawmills that cut the ejido's own timber) is 
naive. What the World Bank says is true, but it is also 
superficial in the extreme-indicating the Bank's duplicity 
or naivete. The Chinatu carpentry and furniture workshop 
has tried to get top-qUality wood repeatedly from the ejido' s 

own sawmill, apparently offering to pay as much or more 
than the "exclusive group of buyers" the World Bank cites. 
But because of kickbacks or other economic "considera
tions," the sawmill operators refuse to help their own 
community. 

Inc orrec t or mis leadin g. The World Bank's 
responses to NS/S's questions often refer to the National 
Indigenous Institute's (INI) Forestry Project Teams' social 
baseline studies. INI's Forestry Project Teams have been 
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compiling two such studies, one of the Tarahumara and the 
other of the Tepehuan. Interestingly, the World Bank and 
INI apparently feel that one such study is sufficient for both 
the Northern Tepehuan and the Southern Tepehuan, even 
though the two groups are quite distinct and seldom in touch 
with one another. No mention is made of the need for a 
similar study for the Mountain Pima or the Guarihio. 

The World Bank repeatedly states or implies that 
the two social baseline studies "are complete." NS/S has 
learned from several sources that the INI field research in 
Durango and Chihuahua has been completed, but that the 
reports are very preliminary, do not include summaries and, 
as of December 1 99 2 ,  did not contain any policy recommen
dations. Thus, the World Bank's repeated statements that 
their Forestry Development Project has been based on and 
modified by the social baseline studies must be incorrect. 

N on -answers. A number of World Bank "answers" 
are, in fact, non-answers. This is especially obvious in 
sections C,H, and I. In the latter, the World Bank purports to 
answer several questions about erosion and downstream 
flooding resulting from the Forestry Project. The World 
Bank ignores, a priori. even the possibility that such 
devastation could occur. Thus the Bank maintained that no 
environmental impact studies were necessary. In fact, the 
World Bank cannot cite any available or published study 
comparing the effects of high-grade logging versus seed tree 
reforestation on erosion-in spite of the Bank's declaration 
that it knows of "no evidence" that the seed tree method has 
caused "massive erosion in the project areas." 

N on -s pec ific. In addition, NS/S has trouble with 
the lack of specificity of some answers. These especially 
include sections G (endangered or threatened species), C 
(participating ejidos), and H (tree species or type of "man
aged" forests desired). Either the World Bank knows the 
answers and is not willing to reveal them or they do not 
know, which is perhaps more disturbing. The "continuing 
lack of knowledge about the project" and "confusion" are 
not solved by evasive answers which leave the reader 
feeling uneasy. The complexity of the situation is exactly 
our concern. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Endangered Plants, Animals, and Places in 
Native American Traditions 

A Preliminary Report from the Native Seeds/SEARCH Survey 
By Gary Paul Nabhan 

� 

Spurred by debates over the proposed re
authorization of the Endangered Species Act 
and the pending American Indian Religious 

Freedom Restoration Act, Native American 
coalitions and conservation groups have re

newed dialogues over the protection and uses 
of endangered species. 

/' / . 

One concern has been how to manage 
appropriate access to endangered plants or 
animals in ways that neither obstruct religious 
freedom nor contribute to species extinctions. 
Even though Native American ceremonial or 
subsistence uses generally have not been the 

driving factors in endangering species, the 
ethical issues regarding access to rare re
sources-both on and off reservations-are 
increasingly complex. 

To avoid potential conflicts in the fu
ture, cross-cultural discussions must continue 
among those interested in both cultural and 
species survival. This survey of Native Ameri

cans involved in natural resources manage
ment and use was undertaken in the hope that 

Native Americans will have a greater voice in 
finding solutions to these issues. 

' .  . 
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Illustration by Adrian Hendricks 

Native Seeds/SEARCH sent out surveys in December and 

January to Native Americans believed to be personally 

involved in natural resources management and use. Al

though our sample is not a representative cross-section of all 

Native Americans-being biased toward those active in 

wildlife, forestry, fisheries, or agricultural management in 

reservation communities-it includes individuals in every 

region of North America. 

This report su�arizes responses received through 

January 15, 1993. The respondents to date live in Alaska, 

Arizona, California, Colorado, Maine, Michigan, New 

Mexico, New York, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

More than 80 percent currently live on reservations, and 

their cultural heritage includes the following tribal tradi

tions: Abenaki, Blackfoot, Hopi, Iroquois, Jemez Pueblo, 

Klamath, Lummi, Modoc, Navajo, Oneida, 0' odham, 

Ottawa, Passamaquaddy, Penobscot, San Juan Pueblo, 

Siletz, Lakota and Standing Rock Sioux, Snake, Southern 

Ute, Tewa, Tlingit, Yakima, and Zuni. 

The vast majority of those responding personally 

participate in activities of harvesting plants and animals that 

contribute to their physical as well as spiritual well-being. 

Unlike most non-Indian members of American conservation 

organizations, a high percentage of these Native Americans 

cultivate crops (56%), raise livestock (32%), or both. 

Most are also involved in wild plant and animal 



harvesting on their reservations, another obvious indicator 

of their intimate involvement with biological diversity. On 

their own tribal lands, many are active in the following 

activities: hunting (72%), fishing (64%), trapping (48%), 

live capture of wild animals ( 16%), firewood cutting (60%), 

wild food plant gathering (64%), wild medicinal plant 

gathering (68%), basketry plant gathering (4%), and wild 

plant gathering for ceremonial purposes (72%). Signifi

cantly, at least seven of the respondents are personally 

involved in growing or raising endangered species in 

hatcheries, gardens, or elsewhere. 

Off-reservation participation in these same 

activities is much more limited, but includes hunting, 

fishing, firewood cutting, and gathering plants for food, 

medicines, basketry, and ceremonies. Two respondents 

emphasized that off-reservation harvesting is for ceremonial 

and social purposes, not for profit; another said that ceremo

nial plant gathering away from his own tribal lands is done 

only when he is invited to go gathering with friends from 

other tribes on their lands. 

Passing on Traditional Knowledge 

Most of the Native American participants in this 

survey wrote that their parents, grandparents, and other 

relatives were their primary teachers about the natural 

world. However, some made it clear that their own knowl

edge of plants and animals comes not only from family and 

tribal elders, but from institutional educators as well, 

including collaborating researchers, professors, and agricul

tural extension agents. 

The continued transmission of traditional knowl

edge is of concern to a significant portion of the respon

dents. Although most feIt that many of their young people 

today are interested in leaming about plants and animals, 

and that traditional values about these resources are still 

being taught, a very vocal minority feels that formal and 

nonformal education efforts to pass on knowledge are 

working as well as they should. 

More than half of the participants recognize that 

certain plants and animals-traditional resources of their 

people-had become rare or endangered during their 

lifetimes. (One young respondent noted that, unfortunately, 

most had already become rare before he was born.) Of the 

animal populations that have diminished over their life

times, people mentioned abalone, yein, chinook and sockeye 

salmon, shortnose and lost river suckers, eels, eagles, 

hawks, owls, musk ox, buffalo, antelope, deer, and whales. 

Plants mentioned included yew, bear root, brown ash trees, 

sage, sweetgrass, ginseng, culk mine plants, and other 

medicinal, timber, and firewood species. 

Habitat destruction was listed as the primary cause 

of current rarity, followed by land use change and overcol

lection. Some individuals specified particular threats to 

resources in their areas: urbanization, pollution, agriculture, 

disruption of water flows, and mining. One person noted 

that prohibiting Native Americans access to a species had 

contributed to its rarity (perhaps because traditional man

agement practices had contributed to its abundance before). 

Land Use Conflicts 

The vast majority have concerns about the current 

status of particular plants and animals in or near their 

communities. In most cases, the respondents cited conflicts 

between their own communities and those of non-Indian 

neighbors as threats to wildlife and habitat. Among the 

conflicts mentioned were those between preserving sacred 

lands and allowing development (transmission line access, 

flood reservoir construction, etc.); between traditional 

values and those perpetrated by government bureaucracies, 

tribal or otherwise; between the self-imposed limits typical 

of traditional harvesting practices and the official "season" 

mandated by state laws, some of which disrupt preparation 

for certain feasts. 

Local threats to wildlife mentioned include trespass 

Adrian Hendricks 



and poaching by non-Indian hunters on tribal lands; non

Indian leasing, pesticide use and toxic dumping on tribal 

lands; overgrazing; gill netting; mining; old-growth forest 

overharvesting; fern harvesting; elk control by farmers; loss 

of water rights; and loss of access to traditional harvesting 

areas for birch bark, sweetgrass, and other plants. One 

person noted that regulatory responsibilities had too 

long been in the hands of non-Indians, even on reservations, 

and that the increasing population of non-Indian residents in 

their areas had left them overpowered in local political 

decision making. 

In addition, a majority of the respondents felt that 

there were conflicts within their own communities with 

regard to protecting or managing land and wildlife. One 

outspoken individual felt that these conflicts were locally 

more severe than those between Native Americans and their 

non-Indian neighbors. Another apparently concurred, for he 

felt that many of his fellow tribesmen were allowed to 

utilize resources of which they had no detailed knowledge, 

traditional or otherwise: he suggested that tribal regulations 

be put into place to guarantee that tribal members receive a 

certain measure of training before they could use vulnerable 

resources. 

Traditional Ethics 

A variety of excellent suggestions were offered to 

resolve conflicts which potentially threaten plant and animal 

resources. Folllowing are some recommendations made in 

response to the question, "Should a plant or animal become 

rare, how would you balance protection with use?" Several 

respondents suggested that the traditional ethics of their 

people would guide them-specifically, that tribal elders 

and faitbkeepers would request the community to limit 

harvesting until the resources recovered. Another person 

suggested that in some cases it might be possible to substi

tute a more common plant or animal in a traditional product 

or ritual observance, if such substitution were ratified by 

£ .. 
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community elders. Others argued that the causes of deple-

tion needed to be understood and dealt with to allow habitat 

protection, restoration, and population recovery to occur. 

One person felt that it was ethical to limit all commercial 

uses of the resource until there were clear indications that 

the plant or animal populations were more than minimally 

viable again. Another recommended that more tribes 

establish their own hatcheries, botanical gardens, captive 

breeding programs, and protected areas to help species 

recuperate. 

Other responses focused on the need for stronger 

enforcement of protection laws, better management of 

habitat based on technical research, and new structures for 

collaboration between tribal communities and their technical 

research consultants. There was a consensus that education 

among community members regarding rare or threatened 

resources is key to effective conservation. 

Effects of Endangered Species Act 

Those responding have varied impressions of the 

Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection 

Act. In at least seven cases, individuals reported that their 

tribes had used provisions of the Endangered Species Act to 

further their own community interests in resource conserva

tion. In two instances, tribal members had petitioned to add 

species to the federal listing of endangered species. 

Nonetheless, at least seven of the respondents felt 

that their family activities or traditions had been limited or 

disrupted by the Endangered Species Act-most frequently, 

access to certain species used in ceremonies. In addition to 

ceremonial plants (not specified by name), respondents 

expressed difficulties with securing the use of eagles, 

hawks, or owls (and/or their feathers) and with obtaining 

bear claws. Others noted that their access to former staple 

foods- including salmon, lost river suckers, and shortnose 

suckers-had been limited. One member of the eagle and 

killer whale clans implied that her ability to fulftll clan 

�. . . 
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obligations had been limited by the Act. Another person 

complained that "it takes forever to get eagle feathers 

through the Federal repository," suggesting that operational 

problems with the bureaucracy frustrate even those who are 

in favor of conservation. 

Concern was also expressed that animal-rights 

activists might attempt to strengthen the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act to eliminate any harvesting of these animals 

for any use by Native Americans. Although an overwhelm

ing majority of those surveyed would like to receive more 

information about the Endangered Species Act, one respon

dent felt that the Act should not limit Native Americans' 

activities, because the laws of sovereign Indian nations 

should take legal precedent over the Act. 

Nearly all the Native Americans who responded 

have heard of the American Indian Religious Freedom 

Restoration Act discussions, were in favor of the passage 'of 

strong measures to protect their religious freedom, and felt 

that the bill should specifically mention the protection of 

access to native plants and animals used in ceremonies. 

Most of them wished to keep in touch with progress on 

efforts to insure that religious freedom be protected for 

indigenous cultures. Native Seeds/SEARCH plans subse

quent mailings to them regarding all legislative initiatives 

pertinent to the issue of traditional uses of plants and 

animals. 

'\ 
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Helen's Story (Helen Hai'cu A:ga) 
This is Helen Ramon's story of 
growing up in the early 1950s in a 

traditional Tohono O'odham 

household. Helen grew up to 

become a bilingual education 

teacher at San Simon School on the 

Tohono O'odham reservation. 

Excerptedfrom "Helen's Story: 

Helen Hai'cu A:ga", by Helen 

Ramon, published in 1980 by San 

Simon School, Sells, AZ, in Tohono 

O'odham and English editions. 

Like many of us, I lived 
with my grandparents when I was a L. Lanning 
little girl. We lived in Topawa, near where my husband and 

I live with our children now. Our family was made up of my 

grandmother, my grandfather, my great-grandmother, my 

great-grandfather, and a girl cousin. My cousin was my age, 

so we did everything together. We were like sisters. 

I feel good to have grown up with this family 
because I learned to do things in the old way. We grew 
nearly everything we needed to eat. Every spring I helped 

my great-grandfather plant wheat, com, squash, pinto beans 

and tepary beans. We also always had a patch of sugar cane. 

Mmmm, it tasted good. Raising our food was hard work all 

the time, but we knew we had to do it. Some years, we 

farmed in the old way. Great-Grandfather made holes in the 

ground with a stick. I went behind him, put the seeds in the 

holes, and covered them. Sometimes, Great-Grandfather 

hitched one of the horses to the plow and plowed the fleld 

before planting. I never knew why he did it this way 

sometimes and the old way other times. But Great-Grandfa
ther was a medicine man. He knew many things that other 
people don't know. 

After the plants came up, they had to be weeded 

and cared for. The cows and horses and rabbits all liked to 
eat our food before it grew up. There was so much work to 

do that, for part of the 

growing time, we camped at 

the fleld. I thought it was a 

long way to our fleld. Now I 

know that it was only about 

as far as it is from our school 

to San Simon Village, just a 
little over a mile. But that is 

a long way for an old man 

and little girl to walk who 

4ave worked in the fields 

from sunup to sundown. We 

were glad to eat our supper 

and go to bed so we could be 

up at sunrise again. 

When harvest time 

fmally came in September, 
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we were all very busy for days. All 

our crops had to be picked, flxed in 

some way to be preserved, and then 

stored. After the wheat was cut, it had 

to be threshed and winnowed. I liked 

to watch Grandfather and Great

Grandfather swinging the long scythes 

through the golden wheat grass. That 

looked like a lot more fun than what I 
had to do. It seemed to take hours of 
tossing the threshed wheat up in the 
air from the big, flat basket to get 
enough chaff out to satisfy Grand

mother and Great-Grandmother. From 
each basket we started winnowing, we 

got less than a cup of wheat. It really did take a long time, 

especially for little 

girls who wanted to 

play with their dolls. 

When we were 

flnally flnished, we 
put the wheat in one 
of the big covered 

baskets in the 
storehouse. The 

basket. which my 

great-grandmother 
had made when my 

grandmother was a 

little girl like me, was 

big enough for me to 

get in and hide. But I 

didn't dare do it. even 
when it was empty. It 
was just for wheat. 

The com had to 

be husked and then 
shelled, or taken off 
the cob, after it was 

dry. We kept it in a 

big basket in the storehouse, too. We took the big round 

squash to Grandmother and Great-Grandmother after it was 

picked. With sharp knives, they carved out the meat in long 

strings. Then they rolled the strings in big balls and hung 

them in the storehouse where they stayed safe and dry for 
months. Nothing tasted as good in the winter as that squash 

after it was boiled and served with a little milk. The pinto 

beans and the tepary beans we shelled and stored in the big 

pots Great-Grandmother had made. One of those pots still 

stands near our house. 

I am happy that I grew up in the home of my 

grandparents and great-grandparents. I learned to do the 

things our people have always done in the ways we have 

always done them. I learned respect for our land and 

everything in it and for the people. I learned to be Papago. 
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Reports From Your Gardens 
From Lawrence Hollander, Great Barrington, MA 

The year 1992 had some of the coolest and most sunless 

growing conditions in the Berkshire region on record. 

Hopi red dye amaranth: Late blooming but produces 

viable seeds every year, and self-sows. 

Tepary beans: Never seem to grow well in the north. 

Hopi red limas: Produced flowers and immature fruit only. 

Tarahumara Capirame beans: Bloomed and produced 

fruit early. Well adapted to the Northeast; seed set compa

rable to other northern varieties. 

Isleta chiles: Relatively late but produced fruit and hope

fully viable seed; most did not tum red, however. 

Dipper gourds: Always very late here; never fully ripens, 

but produces viable seed. 

Huazontle greens: No visible germination. 

Papalote Ranch cushaw squash: Mostly immature fruit 

with a couple of mature specimens. Seeds appear viable. 

Segualca squash: Very late fruit, mostly immature, but a 

few ripe specimens with seeds that seem to be viable. 

Havasupai striped sunflower: Late maturing but produced 

seeds. Side shoots flowered as well, also setting seed in 

some cases. Very frost resistant. 

Santo Domingo ceremonial tobacco: Good producer of 

leaves and seed. 

Tarahumara EI Cuervo: Grew well this summer; but seeds 

ripened late, hence less seed production. 

r � 
Anyone Interested in a Seed 
Exchange? 
From Keiko Imaoka, Tucson, AZ 

I have had the joy of sharing NS/S 

seeds with other gardeners and gardener wan

nabes-I'itoi 's  onions are particularly popular 

because of their ease and usefulness. I would 

like to get in touch with people who grow a 

wide variety of your seeds and who are inter

ested in seed exchange. It would be nice to 

have a seed exchange forum like the one in 

Organic Gardening. 

We 'd be glad to start a seed exchange column. 

If you are interested, drop a note stating what 

seeds you have to trade and what seeds you 

would like in exchange. Be sure to include your 

name and address, so interested traders can 

get in touch with you directly -editor 
� � 
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Hopi yellow watermelon: Actually grew; fruit almost 

matured. 

Zuni tomatillo: Produced plenty of fruit, but only a small 

percentage were fully ripe. 

From Judith Conrad, Fall River, MA 

Obviously, New England is not the habitat your desert seeds 

were selected for; plus, we had an unusually cold and wet 

summer, so I did even worse than I expected. 

Epazote: Slow germination, grew beautifully, tasted fine. 

Apache red "sugarcane": Mainly drowned two weeks after 

germination. The rest was devoured by woodchucks, who 

appreciated the aesthetic value of the red stalks. 

Tarahumara popping sorghum: Grew much better, and 

the marmot population never discovered its unique taste. It 

was blooming beautifully at the time of the first killing frost, 

and looks lovely in dried flower arrangements. 

Silver-edged squash: Germinated badly, grew hardly at all, 

and died during the seventh or eighth soaking summer rain. 

Tomatillos : Happy, weedy habit; pretty, yellow flowers. 

Hopi rattle gourd: Germinated enthusiastically, was 

growing well, but something kept eating all the leaves off it. 

It was blooming when the first frost came. 

From Sonny, Clifton, CO 

Hi, from cold (15°) western Colorado. The Isleta blue corn 

is TALL ! It did pretty well. The peyote gourd and Tohono 

O'odham small bilobal flopped over by July. (I think it 

must be my soil or the cloudy, rainy summer.) Bummer, cuz 

I was really looking forward to some gourds. Isleta Pueblo 

melon wouldn't bloom till August. Couldn' t  believe it. I 

waited and waited and waited. So, of course, they froze out. 

The blue com is way good. I grind it in an 1873 coffee 

grinder-the kind with the big wheel. Sure have enjoyed it. 

From Karen Valderrama, Los Angeles, CA 

Planted Sinaloa and Tarahumara azufrados and Tarahu

mara ojo de cabra in com plot on July 25. Only survivor is 

the Sinaloa azufrados, now yielding very tasty green beans 

(tasty when raw). Plants did better when com died, and they 

received more sun. Still growing, only now turning cold. 

Planted the beans on July 25 experimentally; that's  not the 

normal time to plant beans in southern California. 

From Kirk Scheidegger, Mad River, CA 

I am growing your seeds at 1,700 feet on the South Fork 

Trinity River in northern California. I have bad good 

success with most things. The Chapalote popcorn bad 

weevils or something. I only got a few plants from a big 

packet. The Apache sugar cane made 17 from seed in the 

ground for me. That was nice. I really liked the Hopi yellow 



Garden Reports (cont' d) 
watermelon, also the Tohono O'odham yellow-meated. 

The Ojo Caliente must have been crossed with something 

else, as I got three varieties from the same packet. 

From Carlos & Carol Alvarado. Evansville. IN 

Thought you might like to know how these seeds did in this 

part of the country. 

Amaranth: Germination was excellent. Good product. 

Paiute pintos: Excellent germination; good yield. 

Hopi red lima beans: About 30% germination. Growing 

season did not seem long enough this year. We had an early 

freeze in mid-October. 

Peppers: About 80% germination for all varieties. Good 

product & yield. 

Hopi blue corn: Germination was excellent; yield fair. 

Devil's claw: Excellent germination; good product & yield. 

Epazote and Tarahumara chia: Excellent. 

Hopi casaba melon: Excellent germination, good product; 

yield low because of squash bugs. 

Tohono O'odham I' itoi's onions: Doing excellent. 

Santo Domingo tobacco: 100% germination. Good plants, 

very healthy. Yield was low due to no suckering of the 

plants-our fault for not being here. Lots of seed yield. 

By April Baisan 
From Luis R .  Andrino. Guatemala 

Our daughter bought us a pound of O'odham brown 

tepary beans last May, which we planted on a farm we 

have in a very arid part of Guatemala. We planted brown 

and harvested ochre (Beans darken with age-ed). Anyway, 

they turned brown when cooked and are delicious. They 

were ready to harvest in 60 days. We expect to get a second 

crop in before the dry season sets in. We are so pleased with 

the results that we are planting an area four times as big. 

From Heather Steele. West Bend. WI 

Dolores de Hidalgo canarios and Tarahumara garbanzos 

set lots of seed. So far, any tomatillo will set seed and even 

"volunteers." I am reordering the garbanzos because my 

chipmunk neighbors got most of my seed. Same for Ta

rahumara and Papago peas. These did very well in our 

unusually cool summer this year. HELP! I pruned Tarahu

mara black pinto beans at 6 feet! I had plenty of seed to 

give as gifts. Tarahumara Capirame beans produced bush 

plants. The seed had a whiter background than the parent. 

Hopi yellow beans did great in a dry spot in my garden. 
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NS/S Staff Changes 
The turning of the seasons 
brought big changes to 

Native Seeds/SEARCH. 

Education Director 

Martha Burgess, better 

known to all as Muffin, 

has moved on to become 

research project coordina

tor at VA's Desert 

Research Lab. Although 

happy to be working with 
her husband, Tony, Muffin 

says she leaves part of her 

heart behind at NS/S . 

During her six years at NS/ 

S, Muffin built and 
oversaw the extension of 

Muffin Burgess 

the diabetes education project, a vigorous program of 

community outreach, and the growth of the annual Chile 

Fiesta and other big events into Tucson traditions. Muffin's 

enthusiasm and energy are matchless; at least three staffers 

are taking on the jobs Muffin combined with flair. Nancy 
Wilson has a new title and expanded responsibilities as 

Museum and Volunteer Coordinator; Jan Wilson will 

coordinate the Chile Fiesta; and Felipe Molina, from the 

Yaqui tribe, an author of several books, is the new diabetes 

project coordinator. 

Angelo Joaquin, Jr., a member of the NS/S Board of 

Directors, has joined the staff as Native American Outreach 

Coordinator. A member of the Tohono O'odham Nation, 

Angelo has worked for the tribe' s  Water Resources Dept. 

and Housing Commission and also managed community 

projects for Save the Children. To lovers of good music, 

Angelo is best known as director of the annual Waila 

Festival scheduled this year for April 17. Robert Stone, of 

the Pima Nation, has come on board as Native American 

Intern. Bob comes from a farming background and has 

worked for the tribal farms 

at Sacaton. 

If you've noticed this 

newsletter is late, chalk it 

up to a change of editor

ship from desktop publish

ing whiz Kevin Dahl to 

neophyte Karolyn 
Kendrick. As NS/S grows, 

Kevin's talents and 

legendary calm are more 

and more called on to 

manage NS/S 's rapid 

expansion. 

Garden manager Linda 
MacElwee, with help from 

Bob Stone and others, has 

been getting the garden 

ready for spring. 

Linda MacElwee digging a 

trench for a new drip 

irrigation system 



News & Notes 

Seeding History-Summer campers planted Native 
Seeds/SEARCH seeds last year in the Smithsonian 
Institution' s  "Old World-New World" garden outside the 

American History cafeteria. The garden was inspired by 
the Smithsonian's "Seeds of Change" exhibition. "This 

was a wonderful and very successful summer camp," 

writes Camp Counselor Catherine Evans, who helped the 
children plant, care for, and harvest the garden. 

Seed Money-Native Seeds/SEARCH thanks the 

Cottonwood Foundation and the Vaughn Foundation 
for their general support grants. Support from the Stay 
Well Fund and the Harris-Conour Charitable Fund of 

the Tucson Community Foundation will allow us to test 

and evaluate our diabetes prevention curriculum in 

schools on the Tohono O'odham reservation. 

Seeds for tout Ie monde-The Old World continues to 

look across the ocean for new crop varieties. Graines 

Baumaux, a seed company in Nancy, France, is now 

offering Mayo B lusher squash seeds, collected by Native 

Seeds/SEARCH from the Mayo Indians of Mexico and 

sold through our catalog. Graines Baumaux gives a 
"thumbs up" to this C. maxima variety for its "good

quality pale yellow flesh." 

Paul Mirocha Posters-:-Mirocha's drawings of Sonoran 

desert plants (shown in Seedhead News No. 38) are now 

on sale in the Tucson Botanical Gardens gift shop. 

NS/S Now Open on Saturdays 
The Native Seeds/SEARCH office and 
museum, at 2 1 50 N. Alvernon, are now 
open on Saturdays 10 am-noon. 
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The People and Plants of the Southwest-Mark your 

calendars for this four-part lecture series cosponsored by 

NS/S and TBG: Passing Desert Plant Lore to Future 

Generations, Gary Nabhan, March 23; The Tarahumara, 

Their Land and Agriculture, Barney Burns, March 30; Corn 
Soot Woman' s  Timeless Lesson: Eat Your Smut, Kevin 

Dahl, March 30; Mother Corn, The Hopi Tradition, Denise 

Masayesva, April 15.  Lectures begin at 7 pm at TBG, 2150 
N. Alvemon. Series: $20, $ 1 5  NS/S , TBG members, UA 
students; per lecture: $6, $5. 

Wish List-As Native Seeds/SEARCH enters its tenth 
year, it is a growing, bustling organization overflowing 

two buildings at the Tucson Botanical Gardens. Our New 

Year's wish list includes space, equipment, and special

ists. If you can help, please call 327-9 123: 
Equipment: • IBM-compatible computers • Fax machine • Desks and filing cabinets • Use of a Macintosh laser printer 4 times a year to print 

Seed head News pages 

Space: • Storage or office space in central Tucson, near the 

Tucson B otanical Gardens • Vacation house within 50 miles of Tucson to be used for 

a two-day staff retreat 

Skilled help : • Library volunteer to catalog and organize our collection • Data entry volunteer to help out with our fast-growing 

mailing list • Graphic artist to letter signs for public information 

Spring Seed Day, Saturday, March 6-Get 

ready for spring planting at our annual "Cata

log Open House," March 6 at the Tucson 

Botanical Gardens, 2 1 50 N. Alvernon Way, 

from 10 am to 3 pm. All the seeds, publica

tions, tee-shirts, packaged foods, and herbs 

featured in our 1993 catalog will be available 

for purchase. Experienced gardeners from the 

NS/S staff will also be on hand to answer your 

questions about the seeds and planting. And be 

sure to stop by Barney and Mahina's  "Ware

house Sale" of baskets, wooden bowls and 

spoons, pottery, and other arts and crafts 

created by Tarahumara, Yaqui, and Mayo 

artisans of northwestern Mexico. 



Thanks, 
Eloise 
Few organizations can 
boast friends like Eloise 

Brown. Over the last 
two years, Eloise has 

devoted countless hours 
to office work, mail

ings, sewing, crafts, 
and cleaning and 

packing seeds at Native 
Seeds/SEARCH. "I was 

birdwatching at the 

Tucson Botanical Gardens when I met another NS/S volun

teer," says Eloise. "He told me to come on over and get 

involved, and I've been here ever since. NS/S will keep you 
on your toes and looking young." In the last months, Eloise 

has been coming in five days a week to tackle the onerous 

task of opening, sorting, and trafficking an ever-growing mail 
pile. Eloise has become so much a part of NS/S that it's 

impossible to imagine the office without her cheerful grace. 

We always need volunteers on Thursdays to clean seeds 

and help with mailings and special projects. If you have an 
hour or two to spare, drop by and give us a hand. Or call 

Nancy at 327-9 123. 

Sign Up for Two Planting 

Workshops on Spring Seed 

Day, March 6 
Before you buy the seeds for your spring garden at the NS/S 

catalog sale, learn how to plant and care for them for a 

bountiful harvest at our Spring Planting Workshop. NS/S 

garden manager Linda MacElwee will lead the workshop on 

Saturday, March 6, from 8 to 10 am. It will be held at the 
NS/S demonstration garden at Tucson Botanical Gardens. 
The cost is $8 for NS/S members, $10 for nonmembers. 
Registration is required, and space is limited. 

Follow up the Planting Workshop by discovering 

how to grow and care for fruit and nut trees in the low desert. 
From 10 am to 1 pm, Richard Roati, a gardener for Growing 
Connections and a former commercial orchard manager, will 

lead a workshop in Growing Fruit and Nut Trees Organi
cally in the Desert. Richard will cover site selection, soil 

preparation, pruning and maintenance, and tree varieties

including native species and stone, citrus, and tropical fruits. 

The workshop will be held in the TBG Education Building, 

with the last hour devoted to a tour of the TBG grounds to 

...... view some of the garden's fruit and nut trees. Cost: $8 for 

NS/S members, $10 nonmembers. Registration is required. 

To reserve your place for either or both of these 

workshops, call 327-9 123; or send your check to NS/S, 2509 
N. Campbell #325, Tucson, AZ 85719. 
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Native Seeds/SEARCH 
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(602) 327-9123 
Located at 2150 N. Alvemon 

Open Tuesday & Thursday, 

l O am-4 pm; 

Saturday, 10 am-noon 

New Mexico Office: 

P.O. Box 4865 
Albuquerque, NM 87 196 
(505) 268-9233 

Board of Directors: 
Gary Paul Nabhan, chainnan; 
B arney T. Bums, vice-chainnan 
and secretary; Mahina Drees, 
treasurer; Kevin Dahl, Diana 
Hadley, Renz D. Jennings, Ben 
Jones, Susan KunziAngelo 
Joaquin, Jr., Sally Pablo, Nicasio 
Romero, Mardith Shuetz/Richard 
Miller, Anita Alvarez de Williams 

Staff: 
Mahina Drees, director; 
Betsy Armstrong, distribution 
assistant; Brett B akker, NM 
office manager; Kevin Dahl, 
associate director; Bonnie 
Hayford, office manager; 
Mary Hoskin, diabetes project 
director; Junie Hostetler, 
distribution manager; Angelo 
Joaquin, Jr., Native American 
outreach coordinator; Karolyn 
Kendrick, newsletter editor; 
Linda MacElwee, garden 
manager; Denise Masayesva, 
curator's assistant; Felipe 
Molina, diabetes project 
coordinator; Gary Paul Nabhan, 
research director; Don Norman, 
research associate; Maynard 
Nutumya, diabetes project 
intern; Linda Parker, curator of 
collections; Andy Robinson, 
development director; Robert 
Stone, Native American intern; 
Nancy Wilson, museum & 
volunteer coordinator 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _  • 

Membership Form 

check one: renewal new member __ gift __ Low income/student ($10 per year) 

__ Associate ($18 per year) 

__ Family ($30 per year) 

__ Sustaining ($75 per year) 

__ Patron ($250 per year) 

__ Lifetime ($1200) 

__ Native American (free; tribal ancestry: ____ _ 
__ donation to NS/S Land Fund $ ___ _ 
Name: __________________ ___ 
Address: ________________ _ 
City: __________ State: __ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone number: ______________ _ 
If this is a gift membership, please let us know what we 

should write on the gift card. 
. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .  
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